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MATHEMATICS IN MONDRIAN
Geometry and Measures Investigation

Exploration – What do you notice? What do wonder?

Have a look at this famous painting by Piet Mondrian  

What is do you notice? What do you wonder?
Try to use mathematical language to explain your observations.  As long as you can 
reason your argument anything goes! They can be very simple observations e.g. ‘I 
notice there are more blue than red bits’ or ‘the painting is made up of rectangles’ to 
more complex observations such as ‘there are a greater number of irregular than 
regular quadrilaterals’ or ‘many of the rectangles have sides with the ratio 2:1’.  

You are free to wonder anything.  These may be ideas you can explore in other 
Mondrian paintings.

Mathematical vocabulary which may help:
Polygon (regular/ irregular) 
Quadrilateral (square, rectangle)
Angles (right angle, degrees)
Symmetry (horizonal, vertical)
Parallel lines
Congruent



Creation – making your own Mondrian – you will need:

• 1cm dotted or squared paper – MathSphere has lots of mathematics paper to 
download for free

• Pencil
• Red, blue, yellow and black colouring pencils
• Ruler

Instructions:

The idea is to investigate how many different patterns you 

can create by splitting a square up.  The sections must be 

rectangles (remember a square is also a rectangle).  

Challenge yourself not to repeat any rectangle within the 

square grid.  Try to work logically to explore how many 

different patterns are possible.

1. Start by drawing a square on the dotted/squared 

paper.  It is best to start small. I used a 4 x 4 grid. 

2. Use your ruler to split the square into 2 different

rectangles.

3. Draw another 4 x 4 grid.  Now split it into 3 different 

rectangles.

4. Draw more 4 x 4 grids and split them up in different 

ways.

Q. How many different 
patterns can you 
create?

Q. What is the greatest 
number of different 
rectangles you can split 
the 4x4 grid into?

Q. What if you started 
with a larger grid?

Q. Can you create a 
symmetrical design?

Q. How many 
possibilities are there?

http://www.mathsphere.co.uk/resources/MathSphereFreeGraphPaper.htm


Investigate: Share your results!

This website sets a further mathematical 

challenge #mathartchallenge.

The aim is to create a pattern that has 

the smallest difference between the 

largest and smallest rectangle.  The 

rectangles must be different (this 

includes rotations).

I gave it a go with the 4 x 4 grid.  Have a 

look at my solution.

You can read more about the solutions 

on this website.

We’d love to see photos and videos of 
you doing the experiment. Please share 
on Twitter with hashtag 
#ExperimentsAtHome and tag in 
@STEM_HUBNMSEY

Thank you!

PLEASE ASK FOR ADULT PERMISSION AND/OR SUPERVISION WHEN REQUIRED.

https://arbitrarilyclose.com/2020/03/31/mathartchallenge-day-16-mondrian-puzzles/
https://mathpickle.com/project/mondrian-art-puzzles/


My solution for 4x4 grid:

PLEASE ASK FOR ADULT PERMISSION AND/OR SUPERVISION WHEN REQUIRED.


